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Abstract. In the shown material I will analyze the evolution of the unemployment rate registered in the
time period during January 1. 2001 and March 30. 2007 by using the Box Jenkins model.
The model is based on the ARIMA processes and with its help a large number of time series met in
economy can be pattern.
The steps that have to be follow are shown to transform a time series and then they have to be covered,
in the single case shown by the registered unemployment rate and ending with a prognoses for a future
period.
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The Box –Jenkins Methodology is being applied for the
stationery time series (average, dispersion and the self-correlation function doesn’t modify itself significantly in time).
Most of the times, an encountered time series in economics is not a stationary series. In this case, a number of
correspondent modifications will be applied to it, to become stationary.
The easiest way for a stationary analysis is the behavior analysis of the values for the self-correlation function.
The self-correlation function (FAC) and the part self-correlation function (FACP) measure the correlation degree between the observation pairs separated through various time
periods {zt, zt+k), k = 1, 2, 3,...
If the time series is known, (zi )
the self-correlai = 1, T
tion coefficients are estimated through the following relationship:
T−h
∑ ( z i − z)(z i + h − z )
)
ρ( h ) = i = 1
, h = 0,1,2,...H,
T
2
∑ (z i − z)
i =1

For a time series with T terms, it’s recommended the
calculation of an H number of self correlation coefficients
smaller than T/4.

If in the frame of the self-correlation series are values
which differ significantly from zero or from following sensitively equal values, then the date series is not stationary.
For this series a first range differences operator is being
applied. For the resulted series, expressed from the differentiation operation, is being afterward applied the above
operation. Through successive steps a stationary series is
being obtained.
To test if the coefficient of the self-correlation differs
significantly from zero or from an estimated value, a test
Student will be applied.
To establish starting with which order the self-correlation coefficient significantly differs from 1, the following
space will be defined:
) )
) )
[− t T − 2; α / 2σ
(ρ(h )) , t T − 2; α / 2σ(ρ( h )) ].

If the order is being identify as equal with d, then, to
obtain the stationary series, a differential operator of the respectively order is applied. The stationary series is obtained:
X t = (1 − L)d Zt
X t + 1 = (1 − L)d Z t + 1
...
XT − d = (1 − L)d ZT − d .
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By applying the differential operator of d order, a stationary time series is obtained but with a smaller d terms
number.
Another test used to find out if a series is stationary or
not is the Unit Test (Unit Root) - Dickey - Fuller test.
Let the model Z t = ρZ t − 1 + ε t be. If the coefficient of
Z t − 1 equals 1, then we have what is called “random walk”.

In this case, the ρ = 1 hypothesis must be tested.
An easier way for testing the stationer, based on the
unit - root problem, is the one of the model that uses the
first order differential operator ∆Z t = Z t − Z t − 1 .
The
equivalent
model
is
considered:
∆Z t = (ρ − 1)Z t − 1 + ε t

δ

or ∆Z t = δZ t − 1 + ε t . For which the
= 0 hypothesis will be tested.

The testing of will be done with the help of Dickey –
Fuller test. This test is build after the model on a statistic of
Student type but the theoretical values are not given by
the Student distribution instead they were generated by
Dickey and Fuller through simulation based on the Monte
Carlo method.
The Dickey – Fuller test is for the self regressive predictors rang 1. Dickey – Fuller test uses the general equation:
Z t = c + γt + aZ t − 1 + ε t or, to ease to process, the equa-

tion:
∆Z t = c + γt + αZ t − 1 + ε t for which the following ele-

ments are checked:
n the meaning of c constant: With the help of Student
test, the following hypothesis are tested:
H0 : c = 0
H1 : c ≠ 0
n the presence of a trend. With the help of Student Test
the following hypothesis are tested:

H0 : γ = 0
H1 : γ ≠ 0
n the presence of an unitary root. With the help of Student test the following hypothesis are tested:

H0 : α = 0
H1 : α < 0

If the variable follows a self regressive example higher
than 1, then the test Augmented Dickey – Fuller is used.
The Augmented Dickey – Fuller test uses the equation:
∆Z t = c + γt + αZ t − 1 + β1 ∆Z t − 1 + ... + β n ∆Z t − n ε t

The Phillips Perron test uses the same equation as the
Dickey – Fuller (DF) test, ∆Z t = c + γt + αZ t − 1 + ε t and the t
test are being calculated to check the shown hypotheses at
the DF test not only under the errors independent hypothesis but also under the hypothesis of an eventual self correlation.
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After testing, the model that minimizes the information criteria will be remembered and the parameters for the
check of non stationary will be tested. The information
criteria’s remembered are:
n

Akaike criteria AIK = −

2LnL 2k
+
, where:
T
T

T – observations number;
k – parameters number.
LnL – verisimilitude log
)2
∑ εt
T
T
LnL = − (1 + Ln2π) − Ln
T
2
2
n

Schwartz criteria, SC = −

2LnL 2LnT
+
T
T

The Box-Jenkins procedure assumes getting over various steps to identify the most suitable self regressive analysis model for a time series. Those steps are:
Step I: Identification of the estimated model
1. The self-correlation function (ACF) and the partial
self-correlation function will be calculated to establish if
the series is stationary. If it is stationary, on goes to the
next step, if the data series will be stationar itself through
several adequate changes.
2. Identification in advance of the model. The estimated
values of the self-corralled and partial self-correlation functions are compared for the structure of the brought in model
(p, d, q orders), resulting as a model structure ARIMA for
that series for which theoretical ACF AND PACF approximate with enough precision ACF and PACF estimated from
the given realization, under a minimum number of the
model parameters.
Step II: Estimation
In the estimation phase it will be determined, for the chosen model, the efficient estimations from the statistic point of
view of the model parameters, of which structure and preliminary values of the parameters have been established in the
above step. Also in this step the stationery, the contrarily of
the model, the statistic meaning and other quality indicators
for the model modulus of the series will be analyzed.
Step III: Diagnosis ratification
The diagnosis ratification step consists mainly in the
analysis of the model wastes for the establishment of the
statistic independence of those. In this way, it is applied to:
n
establish if the model parameters differ significantly
from zero.
n
check the conformation of the waste hypothesis of
nocorrelation of homoscedasticitate and of the normal allocation of the waste.
In the situation in which this hypothesis does not check
itself, it will return to the identification phase for the selection of a new model, adequate to the given accomplishment.

In the case of the model identification phase, the association of some theoretical functions of partial self-correlation and of processes partial self-correlation, which are
analyzed, do not ensure the determination of the “best”
model for the given outcome, specially at the first identification attempt.
Step IV: The prognosis
The prognoses assume the determination of an appraisal
for the studied function, at a t+k moment. To establish the
prognoses, it is taken into consideration the differential
procedure, which the model has taken in an identification
and appraisal step.
Use of the model
For illustration, we will analyze the unemployment rate
registered in Romania based on monthly dates reported in
the time period 01.01.2001 – 30.03.2007 with the help of
Eviews program.
The values of this indicator are represented through
time series and although the dates are independently analyzed by other macro-economics indicators, the influence
of these indicators at the economics processes is observed
through them.

Figure 2. Graphic representation of the unemployment rate

The series is being unseasonable, with the help of season coefficients. Those are:

Phase I: Identification of the apriorical model
Step I: The analysis of the data series corelogram
As a result of the accomplishment of the data series
corelogram formed out of the 75 observations the results
presented in figure 1 are obtained:

Figure 3. Monthly season coefficients

Figure 1. Unemployment rate corelogram

The corelogram shows that the series is seasonal (not
stationary), also confirmed by the graphic

Figure 4. The unemployment rate unseasonable corelogram
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The unseasonable corelogram series is showed in figure 4:
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The corelogram points out that between all terms important gaps exist. We estimate three models with the help
of Dickey – Fuller test (with a gap of 4 periods) obtaining
the following results:

The self-correlation functions are being calculated
based on the differential series of I order.
The simple corelogram presents a decreasing of its terms
and the partial corelogram has only the first term different from
0, which makes us anticipate a model type AR (1) MA (1).
Phase II. Estimation
The estimation of the parameters can be done based on
the unseasonable differentiate series order I.

Figure 7. Parameters estimation

Phase III:

Figure 5. The Dickey – Fuller test

The process coefficients AR (1) are eloquently different from 0. The waste analysis is done beginning with the
self-correlation function.

Step II: Identification of the model type:

Figure 6. The differential unemployment rate corelogram of I
ordinal
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Figure 8. The waste corelogram

From the above corelogram results that no term is outside the two trust and statistic intervals. Q has a critical
probability close to the value 1. We can say that we can
assimilate the wastes through a process white noise type.
The estimation of ARIMA (1, 1, O) model is validated,
in conclusion the series can be represented through a process ARIMA (1,1,0) type.
The series formed from the unseasonable and differential order I unemployment rates is represented through the
process:
DRATA_SOSA = (1-0, 358D) × εt = εt – 0, 358 × ε t – 1

Phase IV: The foreknowledge

03. 06
04.07
05.07
06.07

et
- 0, 001

DRATA_SOSA
0,000358

RATE_SOSA
4,336738
4,33736
4,337716
4,338074

where:
et is the waste value;
DRATE_SOSA is the unseasoned and differential series rang I;
RATE_SOSA is the unseasoned series;
CS are the seasoned coefficients;
UNEMPLOYMENT RATE is the brute series of the inflation rate.
DRATA_SOSA07:04 = e07 : 04 – 0, 34 × e07 : 03 = 0 – 0, 358 ×
(- 0, 001) = 0,000358
RATA_SOSA 07:04
=
RATA_SOSA 07:03
DRATA_SOSA07:04 = 4,337 + 0,000358= 4,33736

+

CS

UNEMPLOYMENT RATE

1,050
0,993
0,965

4,553933
4,306739
4,18531

This result from the column RATE_SOSA, if we multiple it with the seasoned coefficients, we will obtain the
brute forecasting series.
From the prognoses done with the help from the Box
Jenkins method, a downfall of the unemployment rate is
being observed for the following months.
It’s interesting to apply this method and the time series
obtained from the registration done through AMIGO, the
BIM unemployed, but having an insufficient number of registered dates (< 50), it is necessarily to do a time extension
to complete the series with a sufficient number of observations. It can be analyzed and forecasts can be made at national level but mostly locally to capture the given influences and by other specific regional development factors.
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The foreknowledge can be calculated with the help from the table below:
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